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Salt Spring’s Pride Parade full of rainbow colours and outrageous fun!

Teachers 12-year struggle highlights government’s
contempt for courts, and Charter - Patrick Brown

Since 2002, BC’s teachers have been struggling with the BCLiberal education of the Province’s children.
In 2002, Christy Clark was Minister of Education in the Gordon
dominated government and its negoitiating arm BCPSEA (British
Columbia Public School Employers Association). The struggle is Campbell government. School funding was reduced, and many
fixed costs rolled into per-pupil grants (which,
very much about how many and what kind of students are in
consequently, appeared to be increasing).
individual BC classrooms—how best to educate BC’s next
In January, 2002, Clark introduced Bills 27
generation of adults.
‘In April 2004, the
(Education Services Collective Agreement Act)
Finally, after twelve years of legal and legislative
Supreme Court
and 28 (Public Education Flexibility and
ping pong, BC’s teachers are determinedly on strike.
quashed
the arbitration
Choice Act). Together, they had the effect of
Other unions are giving them support.
eliminating ‘class size and composition’ from
Public schools are inclusive; they must admit all
process, effectively
the collective bargaining process. An
students, no matter what their special needs. It’s
restoring various detailed
arbitration
process was established to
then down to the school board, the administrators,
class size and composition
remove all existing offending clauses from
and the teachers, to figure out how best to teach
provisions in contracts
collective agreements by May, 2002.
them. How many students? How many ‘special needs’
throughout BC.’
BC Teachers Federation (BCTF) challenged
(which includes ESL) in any class? How many people to
help? Counsellors? Librarians? What about split classes?
the Bills in BC Supreme Court. In April 2004, the
So it’s not surprising that the teachers today insist on being
Supreme Court quashed the arbitration process, effectively
able to negotiate ‘class size and composition’. And, until 2002, restoring various detailed class size and composition provisions in
teacher contracts did indeed included ‘class size and composition’. contracts throughout BC. The court gave the government a year to
straighten out the legislation, and suggested that a solution could
Funding Reduced
With its continual promises to cut taxes, and a perpetual drive to be reached by negotiation.
After a little over a year of fruitless negotiation, the government
‘balance the budget’ by cutting expenditures, the BCLiberal
government’s largest stumbling block has been paying for the came back with a new piece of legislation, the Education Services

PUBLIC EDUCATION, please turn to page 6
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Ferry fare increases cost
provincial economy
$2.3 billion

A new report commissioned by the Union of BC
Municipalities and the Association of Vancouver Island
and Coastal Communities has concluded that
constantly rising fares on BC Ferries have led to $2.3
billion in losses to the BC economy over the last ten
years. The report lists not only losses to the private
sector but also losses of a combined $609 million in
tax revenues to federal, provincial, and municipal
governments. In particular, the report says the
province contributes $150 million annually to the cost
of ferries but receives almost the same amount in tax
returns.
The report, entitled Boatswains to the Bollards: A
Socioeconomic Impact Analysis of BC Ferries, appears
to give BC Ferries high marks for its operation, but
focuses on the effects of the system’s constantly rising
fares and the resultant losses in ridership, which have
been followed by this year’s cuts in service of 7000
trips.
Look for a complete analysis of the new report,
together with reactions from politicians and
communities, in Island Tides’ next issue. 0
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Beekeepers sue makers of
neonicotinoid pesticides
Natalie Dunsmuir

Two of Ontario’s largest honey producers, Sun Parlor Honey
Ltd and Munro Honey, have filed a lawsuit against Bayer
CropScience and Syngenta AG for $450 million in damages.
They claim that the use of neonicotinoid pesticides on crops,
mainly corn, soybean and canola, has caused the death of
thousands of bees in their colonies.
Both companies allege that they have lost over $2 million in
bees and honey because of neonic pesticides between 2006 and
2013. Sun Parlor Honey states that the chemicals have been
responsible for 139,000 pounds of lost honey.
Neonic pesticides are currently being reexamined by Health
Canada. In one study, 70% of dead bees were found to contain
the pesticides. Researchers and bee experts say that the
chemicals weaken bees and make them more susceptible to
viruses and pathogens. While neonic pesticides aren’t the only
factor causing the rapid decline of bees, the majority of scientists
can agree that they are part of the issue.
Neonicotinoid pesticides, now partially banned in several
European countries, are systematic pesticides. This means that
they can be applied to the roots and seeds of a plant and will
soon be transported and incorporated into the tissues, foliage,
pollen and nectar. This decreases the number of sprayings that
a crop needs, but it also means that pollinators such as bees are
being exposed to the chemical regularly.
Sun Parlor Honey and Munro Honey are arguing that the
pesticides have been killing their bees, contaminating their hives
and costing them unrecoverable dollars in increased labour and
supply costs. 0
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Did you appreciate this article? Help IslandTides pay for the
news! Mail or phone in your contribution today. 250-216-2267
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On the edge of the waves. Western Sandpipers re-fuel on Sidney Spit during their annual migration.

News In Brief

Union Solidarity

BC Nurses’ Union President Gayle Duteil has announced BCNU

will provide striking teachers with half a million dollars to help
defend public education.
The money will be given to the teachers’ hardship fund, to
support teachers and their families on the picket line.
‘BCNU is giving teachers $500,000 to assist them in the fight
for quality public education,’ says Duteil. ‘I have heard from our
members they want us to show support for teachers. BCNU’s
provincial council was unanimous in its desire to make a
sizeable contribution. We believe this significant sum will help
teachers stand strong against a government trying to bleed them
dry. With this funding, nurses are standing in solidarity with
teachers.’
In total, BCTF has received $8 million in support from other
unions.

Unifor Settles Bombardier Strike

Ideal for New or
Replacement Systems

Innovative Products and Solutions Since 1970
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After more than eight weeks on strike, Unifor Local 1075 has
reached an agreement, ratifed September 12. Details of the new
collective agreement had been presented to the membership for
ratification through a full discussion and debate.
‘These workers have stood up for good jobs in their
community. Our fight against the employer’s concessions has
shown the resolve of the membership to fight for fairness,’ said
Local 1075 President Dominic Pasqualino.
The 900 members of Unifor Local 1075 have been on strike
since July 14. Last month, members rejected a ‘last offer’ from
the company by an 80% vote. The vote was ordered by the
Ontario Ministry of Labour after an application by the
Bombardier Inc.
The workers at Bombardier build the new subway and
streetcars for the Toronto Transit Commission, as well as cars
for the GO train commuter train service. The plant got the
transit commission contract under a Buy Ontario policy which
the union helped secure.
Unifor is Canada’s largest union in the private sector,
representing more than 305,000 workers. It was formed
Labour Day weekend 2013 when the Canadian Auto Workers
and the Communications, Energy and Paperworkers union
merged.

Kinder Morgan Restructuring
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Kinder Morgan has announced that it intends to consolidate its
Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) into one company. The
company has used MLPs, which flow their profits through to
investors, to finance rapid growth in pipeline construction over
the past few years. However, MLPs are now attracting attention
from the US Internal Revenue Service, and may soon lose their
tax advantages. The Trans Mountain Pipeline is Kinder
Morgan’s major Canadian asset, and the site of its largest
proposed construction project.

NEB Sets New Trans Mountain
Comment Deadline

The National Energy Board advises that the deadline for letters
of comment on the Trans Mountain Pipeline application has
been changed to March 16, 2015. The board panel’s final report
to cabinet will not be presented until January 25, 2016.

Cancer Foundation Gets $725,000 For
Donated House

The Pender Island waterfront house that Robert Conconi
donated to the BC Cancer Foundation was sold at auction for
$725,000, about half of its estimated $1.4 million value. The

new 2,600 square foot home, on a 4.38 acre site next to the
Otter Bay ferry terminal, was donated by Conconi after he was
successfully treated for throat cancer. Local realtor Sam Boyte
was quoted as saying that the highest recent price for a
comparable Pender property was $825,000.

Syntal Plastics Firm Loses Out To
MMBC ‘Monopoly’

Saanich plastics recycling company Syntal has closed, soon after
the provincial government contracted with MMBC to handle all
recycling throughout the province. For 16 years, Syntal has
collected plastics and used an environmentally friendly process
to recycle plastics into plastic lumber. However, MMBC has
diverted about 60% of those plastics to other processors. Syntal
closed on August 15. Former owner Brian Burchill described
MMBC as a ‘legislated monopoly’.

No New Date For Northern Gateway
Startup

Enbridge Northern Gateway project chief, John Carruthers, has
announced that delays in meeting the conditions set by the NEB
environmental review panel, plus negotiations with First
Nations, mean that the proposed pipeline from the tar sands to
Kitimat is unlikely to start up by 2018 as planned. He offered
no new target date for startup. The Globe & Mail expressed the
opinion that the delay, added to potential delays to Kinder
Morgan’s Trans Mountain twinning project, could set back the
growth of oil exports from the tar sands. Production from the
tar sands had been projected to double to 4.1 million barrels per
day by 2025, but inability to access Asian markets could make
this target difficult to achieve.

New Baby Joins Resident Orcas

A newborn Orca calf has been spotted swimming with the
resident L-Pod in the Salish sea. L120 is the first new calf in two
years, and gives fresh hope for the survival of the resident
population, which was estimated at a low of 78 just last month
by the Center for Whale Research. The calf's mother is L86 and
it is her third baby; her second, L112, born in 2009, died in 2012
of ‘blunt force trauma’.

Denman Cable Ferry Construction
Starts

On September 4, at the Seaspan shipyards in North Vancouver,
the first steel was cut for the new Denman Island cable ferry.
The ferry, about 80 metres long, will accommodate 50 vehicles
and a total of 150 passengers and crew. With a 1.9 kilometre
crossing, it will be the longest of its kind in the world. It will have
two guide cables and one drive cable, and a service speed of 7.5
knots. According to BC ferries, operational savings will be $2
million per year compared to the present ferry, MV Quinitsa,
mostly because Quinitsa requires a crew of six but the cable ferry
only needs three. It is expected that the new ferry will start
service next summer.

Myra Creek Acidic Spill Won’t Affect
Campbell River Drinking Water

16,000 litres of what is being referred to as an ‘acidic substance’
was spilled directly into Myra Creek in Strathcona Park on
September 5. The ‘substance’ was supposed to go into a tailings
pond but, due to what is referred to as a pump malfunction, it
flowed into the creek, which in turn flows into Buttle Lake. A
spokesperson for Breakwater Resources, owners of the Myra
Falls mine, said that it was caused by very heavy rain.
NEWS IN BRIEF please turn to page 11
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BW-3
‘Way back, the word ‘conservative’
Was quite a different adjective;
It stood for stable, moderation
Averse to change in inclination.
The Party, then, to be aggressive,
Just added on the word ‘Progressive’
An oxymoron, you may note,
But put there just to catch the vote.

But don’t forget that word ‘Reform’
Which warrants changing from the norm.
Their leader, he was one of those—
And one thing’s sure—what he says, goes !
So, looking at the last few years,
The party’s progress, it appears,
Depends upon reforms they’ve made,
(Though many are quite retrograde).
Reforms like this: the DFO,
With all those scientists let go,
The Budget process superseded,
And Gun Control, now it is needed.
Reform the Senate—yes, indeed,
Perhaps in time we will succeed,
But not by autocratic means
The only way they know, it seems.
And now their beady little eyes
Are fixed on institutes we prize,
Parks, CBC and Canada Post,
And others that we value most.
The ideology is strong—
The boss is right, can do no wrong;
Illusive grandeur, to be sure,
To keep for just a short tenure.
But party discipline’s so strong
The leader can keep going wrong,
And give the shaft as he thinks fit
To anyone who handles it.
Such doctrine really interferes
With democratic, free ideas.
I think he needs, in this High Court tussle,
A good kick in his rear-most muscle !
H.Barry Cotton

T

The News No-One Noticed - Elizabeth May

hose of us convinced that the climate crisis is the single biggest for every barrel of oil worth of effort, oil companies could produce 30
threat to our kids’ future are not known for a parallel worry barrels. In less than 100 years, the energy productivity of the
about the profits of multinational oil. Nevertheless, a piece by enterprise dropped precipitously by one third, but that significant
one of Canada’s most outstanding journalists, Andrew Nikiforuk, decline in EROEI was not really noticed. With cheap and abundant
made me very interested indeed.
fossil fuels a thing of the past, the unconventional fuels take a lot more
In online news source The Tyee, August 29, 2014, Nikiforuk energy to access. The EROEI drops to 7:1 for raw bitumen, and for
reported some rather astonishing news: the oil industry is losing processed bitumen it is 3:1.
money (A Big Summer Story You Missed: Soaring Oil Debt).
The EROEI focuses on the energy invested, but more money is
As the cheap and easily extracted fossil fuels run out, the processing invested as well. Even with the continuation of federal subsidies to the
of unconventional sources (fracking for natural gas and oil, scraping oil sands companies, it is harder to make a profit with an EROEI as
out the bitumen from oil sands) is far more expensive.
low as 7:1.
Andrew Nikiforuk noticed the unexpected news in July on the
As the industry scrapes the bottom of the fossil-fuel barrel, the only
website of the US Energy Administration.
way to keep making the money to find ever-more expensive barrels
of oil is to keep the price high. Goldman Sachs estimates that for
They (127 of the world’s largest oil and gas
Big Carbon to stay cash-neutral the price of oil needs to be
companies) are now spending more than they
‘Stephen Harper
$120/barrel.
are earning. Profits have lagged as
filled his Arctic rhetoric
expenditures have risen. Overburdened by
PM’s Arctic Rhetoric
with allusions to the
debt, these firms are selling assets.
potential of military invasion of
While we ignore the soaring oil debt, we are also wearing
The math is simple. The 127 firms
Canada by Russia. He argued
blinders to the climate crisis. Stephen Harper made his
generated $568 billion in cash from
that since we now knew Russia
annual summer trip to the Arctic, without a single
invaded its neighbours, due to the
their operations during 2013-2014 while
reference to the biggest security threat to our North—
illegal invasion of the Ukraine,
their expenses totalled $677 billion. To
the melting ice due to global warming.
we should also fear a military
cover the difference of $110 billion, the
Stephen Harper filled his Arctic rhetoric with
invasion in our Arctic, where
energy giants increased their debt load or
allusions
to the potential of military invasion of Canada by
we are also Russia’s
sold off assets.
Russia.
He
argued that since we now knew Russia invaded
neighbours. ’
In other words, the world’s biggest fossil fuel
its neighbours, due to the illegal invasion of the Ukraine, we
companies are spending more than they earn. They
should also fear a military invasion in our Arctic, where we are also
are running out of money.
Russia’s neighbours.
Nikiforuk notes wryly, ‘why would such a radical development be
The Arctic and its governance models have been typified by
news in the dog days of summer?’
cooperation. All Arctic nations, and those with an interest, are part of
Why indeed? Certainly no one but Andrew Nikiforuk seems to the Arctic Council. The Inuit Circumpolar Conference has a seat at the
have noticed.
table as ‘permanent participants’. Canada chairs the council at the
It isn’t really surprising when one examines something called moment and Russia is a member. What Harper hopes to achieve in
‘EROEI’ (pronounced E-Roy). The acronym stands for ‘energy such inane sabre rattling in the Arctic is lamentably obvious. He hopes
returned on energy invested,’ or the ratio of how much energy it took to shore up Conservative support—but at what cost?
in relation to the oil produced.
And so the summer’s news that oil companies are losing money,
From the earliest discovery of oil, the energy returned on energy the ice is melting, and Canada will benefit by shifting away from fossil
invested has been dropping. Back in 1901 at a gusher at Spindletop, fuels remains the news no one noticed. 0
Texas the EROEI was 100:1. One barrel worth of energy yielded 100
Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides pay for the news!
barrels. By the 1970s, oil companies were having to invest a whole lot
Mail or phone in your contribution today. 250-216-2267
more energy to get a barrel of oil. The EROEI had dropped to 30:1—

SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 64
(Gulf Islands)

NOTICE OF NOMINATION
GENERAL LOCAL ELECTION 2014

PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of School District No. 64 (Gulf
Islands) that nominations for the offices of Trustee for:
Galiano Island
one (1) Trustee to be elected
Mayne Island
one (1) Trustee to be elected
Pender Islands
one (1) Trustee to be elected
Salt Spring Island three (3) Trustees to be elected
Saturna Island
one (1) Trustee to be elected
will be received at the offices of School District No. 64 (Gulf Islands),112 Rainbow
Road, Salt Spring Island, B.C. between the hours of 9:00 A.M. on Tuesday, the
thirtieth (30th) day of September 2014 and 4:00 P.M. on Friday, the tenth (10th)
day of October 2014 and during that period the nomination documents shall
only be received on regular office days and hours (8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.).
Should anyone wish to file nomination documents in other than office hours,
arrangements may be made by phoning Dawne Fennell, Executive Assistant, at (250)
537 5548, local 202, or the Chief Election Officer at (250) 472 0059.

The Trustees will be elected for a four (4) year term commencing December 2014 and
terminating in 2018 after the election held in accordance with the legislation in the
Local Government Act and the School Act.

The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows:
A person is qualified to be nominated, elected and to hold office as a member of a
School District if they are a Canadian citizen, 18 years of age or older on general
voting day (November 15th, 2014), a resident of British Columbia for at least six
months immediately before the day of nomination papers are filed, and not disqualified
under the Local Government Act or any other enactment from being nominated for,
being elected to or holding office, or to be otherwise disqualified by law.

Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors of School
District No. 64 (Gulf Islands). The nomination documents shall be in the form
prescribed in the Local Government Act and School Act and shall state the name and
residence of the person nominated in such a manner as to sufficiently identify such
candidate. The nomination documents shall be subscribed to by the candidate.

At the time of filing the nomination documents, the candidate shall also file with the
Chief Election Officer or a person designated by the Chief Election Officer a written
disclosure, as required under the Financial Disclosure Act.

Copies of all forms are available at the Offices School District No. 64 (Gulf Islands),
112 Rainbow Road, Salt Spring Island, B.C. or by contacting Dawne Fennell,
Executive Assistant at (250) 537 5548 Local 202 or dfennell@sd64.bc.ca or the Chief
Election Officer at (250) 472 0059.
Given under my hand at Victoria, B.C. this tenth (10th) day of September, 2014.
Thomas F. Moore, Chief Election Officer
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BW-4
Editorial: ‘Platform For Canada 2015’

Your time to run for parliament?

Elizabeth May, Natalie Dunsmuir, Mel Divers, Leigh Milne,
Doreen Ball, Brian Crumblehulme, Barry Cotton, Jenna Falk,
Guy Dauncey, Ann McLean, Coal Dust Free Salish Sea

The campaign for the 2015 federal election has started. Right
across Canada, local Electoral District Associations for all
political parties are selecting candidates, even though it may be
some time before they are announced. At the same time,
individuals are thinking of taking on the task of running as
independents. Either way, your nomination papers must be
signed by 100 registered voters from your Electoral District.
If you are running with the endorsement of a political party,
and you want that endorsement to appear on the ballot, your
party leader must also sign your nomination papers. Many
candidates would have little chance of being elected without the
endorsement of a political party. That’s why the party leader
signature requirement is written into law—it gives the party
leader the final say as to the acceptability of candidates running
under his party’s banner.
Maybe you don’t have the support of any of the established
parties.
Maybe you don’t want to support any of them.
This needn’t stop you from being nominated as an
independent.
The 2015 election is going to be critical for Canada, and it
will provide new opportunities for new people with new ideas.
Maybe it’s time that you and your friends expressed your
dissatisfaction with the existing parties by getting together and
running against them.You’ll never know until you try.
But whether you are a party candidate or an independent,
we’d suggest you think seriously about publicly endorsing our
‘Platform for Canada 2015’, and adding it to your personal
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Deadlines, Planning & Serendipity

Even after 25 years, I am in awe of how the news comes together.
Thousands of bits of information arrive out of the blue and get
melded and tweaked into shape. Extraordinary conversations
happen on the phone—it’s always been about building
relationships, on and off the pages. The missing bits of
information show up. Something you didn’t think you’d get falls
into place. People make extraordinary efforts to get us what we
need. As you pay attention, connections and echoes between
quite different pieces start appearing. (It’s one world after all.)
And a deadline is a magical thing. All my life, except when I
was a seventeen-year-old hairdresser, I seem to have worked to
deadlines. As an elementary school teacher there was always the
bell, and the fact that in the morning there would be 32 eager little
faces waiting for the lesson plans I was working on that night.
In my theatre career, I had a powerful mentor who said: ‘Oh,
I do my best playwrighting to deadlines.’ This was at a time when
most people were berating themselves for working to deadlines.
An eye-opener remark. How about thinking of deadlines as
helpers and generators of the best in humans?
As well as in teaching, in my work in play directing and
producing, I learned that the key to ‘showtime’ was planning and
management (Over the years, I have made Island Tides a 100page manual telling anyone exactly how to do the newspaper).
Management and the skill to deal with contingency, leaves
you free for blessed serendipity and precious inspiration and it
leaves you free to know that you can trust that it will all come
good—as my Aussie brother would say.
There is always moments of panic that there won’t be enough
text, or enough money, or newspapers won’t get delivered on
time. I just say to myself, ‘Oh so that’s what you’re thinking now.’
and then carry on. Of course there are also, quite often, tight
corners that you have to plan your way out of and then create a
new protocol to avoid them happening again. (Sorry for a few
typos lately—a new proofing protocol is needed!)
At 6am this morning, looking over the pages, I have to say I’m
proud of this paper and proud of us in the Salish Sea who can
make this happen. That includes you, dear readers because
donations and voluntary subscriptions, which are gradually
coming in, make this amount and quality of news possible.
It’s like creating a new publication these days. I am teaching
Natalie layout and the reasons behind it. No sooner are words
out of my mouth than I have to stop and say, ‘Well… no, actually
it’s not like that anymore.’
And then I have to think about what it is like now, in these
last few months, since I asked for your help very plainly and you
have responded. It’s a subtle change and it’s still happening.
Island Tides is still a huge amount of work, planning, thinking,
and waiting on the world but, with emerging support, I see new
opportunities for linking and loving the Salish Sea.
—CG-W

Platform for Canada 2015

Island Tides proposes that all potential and
nominated candidates should be prepared to
declare their support for any or all of five elements
of a ‘Platform for Canada 2015’:
1. No whipped votes. All Parliamentary votes
(Commons and Senate) to be free votes.
2. The Prime Minister reports to Parliament; he is
first among equals. His leadership may be
reviewed, and he can be removed, by secret ballot
of his caucus.
3. The Prime Minister’s supporting staff is in the
Privy Council Office (PCO). Staff of the PCO are
civil servants and cannot do work of a partisan
nature.
4. Nominations for election of MPs in the 2019
election must bear the names of 100 registered
voters from the Electoral District (no change from
present legislation). Nominees need not have the
support of a political party, nor the signature of a
party leader.
5. Develop a Proportional Voting system to replace
First Past The Post for the 2019 election.

platform. Its proposals are designed to improve Canada’s
democracy—and it’s non-partisan. 0

Readers’ Letters

Dear Editor:
Though I have been a property owner on Saturna since
2002, for the past year, I have been unable to stay regularly
connected with the Island due to the need to act as caregiver for
an off-Island family member.
During this one-year period, a process of Official Community
Plan (OCP) amendment has been initiated by the Local Trust
Committee (LTC), the extent of which I was not aware until the
first week of August.
In current discussions with other part-time Islanders, I find
I am not alone in having failed to receive communication from
the LTC in relation to the majority of this process.
I have discovered that the process has centered mainly on
formal LTC meetings, which are not conducive to meaningful
public involvement or constructive discussion. These formal
LTC meetings have been designed to conclude via a formal
hearing, which until the August 6, 2014 meeting, had not been
widely publicized.
I am concerned that the open and inclusive discussion
format which Saturna Islanders are accustomed to when
significant community-wide decisions are being considered, has
not been offered.
For me, this raises a key question: Will the LTC postpone the
readings of Bylaws Nº112, Nº113, Nº114, and Nº115 in their
scheduled Island Trust Meeting of September 18, 2014, to allow
for an inclusive gathering such as an Open Space Seminar, on
a weekend, and where everyone (all property owners and Island
residents) will have received background information and an
invitation to participate, via Canada Post?
When any number of property owners and residents are not
aware of an OCP change process, it is not accurate to say, in the
words of one Trustee recorded in the July 10, 2014 LTC Meeting
Minutes, ‘…that most of the Local Trust meetings are only
attended by 10-15 people, and this, along with feedback based
on returned questionnaires, indicates the majority support the
proposed changes.’ For those who have seen the informal
nature of the questionnaire and know how small was the
fraction of Islanders involved, this, too, represents a less than
adequate tool for Island voices.
Related to these concerns is the clear need for more research.
For example, many of the proposed changes are being put forth
as a way to provide affordable housing for young folks and
families. There is likely a majority of Islanders in favour of this
goal. But I would like to ask the Trustees and younger Islanders
a corresponding question: ‘What are you going to do when all
the secondary suites and added densities have been swallowed
up by retiring baby boomers?’ With the average house price in
Vancouver in the range of $800,000, any whiff of cheaper
housing and the possibility of land speculation on the beautiful
Gulf Islands will attract anyone with money to invest (despite
the increasing ferry costs). How many of these moneyed folks
will be young families? And the youth already struggling on
Saturna will not be able to afford to stay, when this type of
investment and speculation raises the land prices.
Only when all property owners and residents have been
invited to a community-wide discussion will the LTC have done

its due diligence in representing Saturna Islanders in relation
to changes which will affect every Islander.
Discussion needs to be broadened if we are to realize the
goals that Saturna Islanders do have in common.
Neysa Wiens, Saturna Island

Beekeeper Gone

The following letter was sent to Norm Letnick, Minister of
Agriculture.
Dear Minister Letnick:
It has come to the attention of the Capital Region Beekeepers'
Association that the bee inspector for southern Vancouver
Island and the southern Gulf Islands is no longer in that
position. We had no notification. Your website shows six
inspectors for the entire province of British Columbia.
Vancouver Island is not mentioned.
Last year, there was an announcement that the region’s
hours for bee inspection services were being reduced. The
annual budget apparently ran out towards the end of the
summer. Our inspector has been invaluable to the beekeeping
community to prevent or halt serious bee disease outbreaks by
identifying diseases such as American Foulbrood and helping
with management advice and follow-up. Commercial
beekeepers wishing to sell bees must have permits in order to
legally sell their bees to another region. If a business cannot sell
its products, it will not survive. If disease spreads, it will cost
everyone.
The health of agricultural animals is an essential role of
government, whose duties related to honeybees are listed in the
BC Bee Act. There is no practical way that industry can provide
such a service. This is particularly true in the beekeeping
industry, where myriads of private beekeepers are encouraged
to register their apiaries and follow the Bee Act. It is not the job
of industry to enforce the law and regulate non-commercial
operators. If individual beekeepers are forced to pay directly for
inspection services, many would simply not do it, which would
jeopardize everyone else.
Without inspectors, you can’t enforce the Bee Act. There is
no way that official disease notification can occur. There is no
way to compel the destruction or disinfection of diseased hives.
There is no way to establish a system for certifying colony
strength. There is no way to obtain a permit for the legal
movement of bees. The Bee Quarantine District Regulation,
which lists our area as #13, states: ‘Subject to section 5, no
person shall take bees, hives or beehive equipment into, out of
or both into and out of a bee quarantine district except as
provided by the terms of a permit issued by an inspector.’ There
is good reason for this.
In the current crisis of bee disease worldwide, as beekeepers
try to manage Varroa mites, Foulbrood, Nosema, many kinds
of viruses and general Colony Collapse Disorder, including the
spectre of drug-resistant strains of all these diseases, inspection
services are needed more urgently than ever. All of us, backyard
hobbyists, sideliners and commercial operators alike, need this
support service to maintain the health of bee populations for
the wellbeing of all BC citizens. Without healthy bees, we cannot
provide honey or pollination services. Without an inspector,
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Australian Aboriginal provisional
government delegates visit

Four members of the Aboriginal Provisional
Government (APG) in Australia arrived in
Montreal this month to participate in nationto-nation talks with First Nations in Canada.
During this final stop in their cross-country
tour, the delegates will be meeting with
members of the
Mohawk nation
to discuss matters
related to First
Nations issued
passports.
The
four
delegates will be
speaking as part
of a forum on
First
Nations
issues. Speakers alongside them include
Ottawa-based Families of Sisters in Spirit, Bi
Giwen Indigenous Adoptee Gathering and
O’odham Solidarity Against Borders Collective
(SABC) from Arizona.
The group will be returning to Australia
using their Aboriginal passports to assert their
sovereignty as distinct from the Australian
state.
‘By travelling with the Aboriginal passport,
the delegates will be practicing their rights to
self-determination as Aboriginal people,’ states
Callum Clayton-Dixon, APG delegate.
‘Presenting an Aboriginal passport at airports
in other countries and when re-entering
Australia, this shows that we are committed to
the principle that the Aboriginal nation is
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separate from the Australian nation.’
The delegation has travelled to develop ties
with and learn from the Native peoples in
Canada. Starting their journey in Vancouver,
Montreal is their final stop on the month-long
tour, visiting various Native communities.
Developing relationships with
First Nations on the front-line of
land defence, such as the British
Columbia’s Unis’tot’en Camp and
New Brunswick’s Mi’kmaq
Warrior Society have been
priorities.
The group also hopes to learn
from the Native experience with
treaties like the Nisga’a Final
Agreement signed in 2000.
‘It is essential for us to connect with other
Indigenous peoples around the world, as our
struggle is not confined to colonial borders—
decolonization is a path we all must follow.’
explains APG delegate Pekeri Ruska. ‘Engaging
in nation-to-nation conversations, we have
much to learn from and share with our Native
brothers and sisters.
The Aboriginal Provisional Government
(APG) was founded in 1990 as a move to
advance the struggle for Aboriginal political
independence and has campaigned for
Aboriginal sovereignty ever since.
As part of the APG’s policy on enacting
Aboriginal sovereignty, the organization has
issued Aboriginal passports since its inception.
0
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there is no control over movements of bees and, hence, the migration of disease.
The success of bee inspectors in preventing or halting disease outbreaks is
unsung and perhaps not appreciated enough. Cutbacks will have consequences.
The Capital Region Beekeepers’ Association(CRBA) membership has grown
from 142 in 2012 to 176 in 2013 and continues to grow in 2014. Other Island
groups include the Salt Spring Island Beekeepers, The Alberni Valley Honey
Producers, the Comox Valley Beekeepers, the Nanaimo Bee Club and the
Cowichan Beekeepers Association. In addition, there are uncounted beekeepers
who are not members. The CRBA works tirelessly in the Capital Region to
educate and encourage beginners to register their hives, manage bee parasites,
prevent swarms, and detect and treat disease. Our commercial operators need
to move bees about, whether for sale, pollination service, or forage. We need the
support of a government bee inspector. Please let us know when we can expect
to have inspection services available to support our Island beekeeping industry.
Catherine Culley, Capital Region Beekeepers’ Association

Who’s In School?

Dear Editor:
I am a grand parent with four grand children in school. I am asking why Christy
Clarks’s son is attending school paid from the public purse and why working
people’s kids are not. My daughter and son-in-law need to work to pay the real
bills that most people experience every day. Like most working people, there is
no extra money for ‘private school’. Education is deemed a right in this society
along with public health care and as such it is incumbent on the government to
ensure it is provided uninterupted. Quit the posturing, Ms Clark. The truth is,
your son is attending school and that’s what you are really concerned about.
David L Merke, Salt Spring Island

Abusing The Islands’ Hospitality

Dear Editor:
Here is a photo to demonstrate how Mayne Island’s lack of police presence is

Boaters to occupy Sabine
Channel
Coal Dust Free Salish Sea

The provincial government and Port of Metro Vancouver have
now approved coal transhipment permits to bring dusty
thermal coal by train from the US to Surrey (up to two trains
per day, each train up to 1 km long). After arriving in Surrey,
the coal would be reloaded onto open-topped barges and
transported down the Fraser River and up the Sabine Channel.
The open-topped barges would be off-loaded by conveyer
at the Lafarge limestone quarry on Texada Island, and then reloaded onto bulk cargo freighters to export to its final
destination in Asia. After arriving in its final destination in Asia,
4 million tonnes of coal per year (increasing to 8 million) will
be burned to produce electricity, releasing large amounts of
greenhouse gases, and polluting the air and farmland.
The western US states of Oregon and Washington have
rejected the export of thermal coal from their coastline. So, coal
orginating in the US will to be exported through Canada
instead.
Two open-topped barges moving through the Sabine
Channel each day will release coaldust into the air and the
marine environment of the Salish Sea. Coal dust floats.
No environmental assessment was required for the
Sabine/Texada portion of the plan. No health impact
assessment was required for any part of the plan, despite
pressure from the public and health authorities.

Occupy Sabine Channel

A flotilla of boats of all sizes will be occupying Sabine Channel,
near Jedediah Island, on Saturday, October 4, to protest this
coal export approval.
Boaters are asking for others from across the Salish Sea, on
both sides of the border, to join them on October 4. For more
information, visit the Occupy the Sabine facebook group
‘Occupy The Sabine For A Coal Free Salish Sea’ or contact
Andrew Fall at CoalDustFreeSalishSea@gmail.com. 0

Taking A Tumble

Dear Editor:
I would like to thank the Saturna Island ambulance staff—in this case Tony,
Vanessa, Ryan and David—for their sterling efforts on my behalf on Sunday,
August 3, when I slipped climbing up Brown Ridge and rolled down a long
incline.
I would also like to thank Jacquie Campbell, who has always been lovely and
welcoming, and farmworker Erin for their help in facilitating my rescue. I
received very good care and am recuperating at home on Salt Spring Island.
Saturna has always been one of my favourite islands and now I have even more
reason to love it. Thank you very much for your care. The next time I come to
Saturna, I will try not to be such a bother.
Charles Kahn, Salt Spring Island
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‘Baby, Baby, Baby You’re Out Of Time…’

The following letter is a reply to Salt Spring Islander David Merke’s letter to
the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operation protesting the
house building situation on Grace Islet in Ganges Harbour. It is dated
September 9.

Thank you for your correspondence regarding Grace Islet, the Coast Salish burial
site and the proposed residential development.
The situation at Grace Islet involves two competing interests with respect to
this property, and this ministry had to find a balance between them. The final
result was that the private property would be developed in a manner that would
not directly impact any of the burial cairns. The developer would obtain a land
survey of the placement of the cairns, and this survey would be registered as a
covenant against title to ensure long-term protection. This final decision was the
only resolution that could be reached that recognized both the First Nations’ and
the property owner’s concerns.
There is wide spread provincial recognition of the importance of the
protection of heritage sites in conjunction with First Nations involvement. This
does not mean every site can be completely protected from other land based
activities, but those that cannot be physically conserved are protected by the
compiling of a record to mark their existence.
This is a site that is automatically protected under section 13 of the Heritage
Conservation Act and as such it does not require designation (same protection
as automatic protection) nor can we provide the property owner with
compensation, as this is precluded by subsection 11(9) of the Act. Further, it is
not financially feasible for the province to contemplate purchasing all land
containing an archaeological site to ensure its absolute protection. This ministry
must make the most reasonable compromise possible on a case-by-case basis.
Thank you again for writing to advise me of your concerns.
Gary Townsend, Assistant Deputy Minister

Grace Islet Stand

abused, especially during the summer by non-islanders who think it is a ‘free for
all’ on Mayne with no legal repercussions!
I would much rather see our seniors retain their licences with geographically
restricted licences than see a bunch of yahoos blatantly kicking ‘safety’ in the face
while ignoring the same rules that apply in the Lower Mainland or any other
part of BC.
Anita McCamley, Mayne Island
Ed’s Note: Who would be required to scrape these young men off the road?
Island volunteers and doctors of course. The ones who are already busy enough
with genuine accidents, see Island Tides next letter.

Print Fine Art Editions

Dear Editor:
I have received several emails and comments online over the last few months,
questioning my choice to stand with First Nations in their call to protect this
sacred burial site. I believe a strong majority of my constituents share this view,
but I appreciate those who have made the effort to express a different opinion,
and they deserve a response.
I am committed to strengthening relationships with First Nations
communities in Saanich North and the Islands, and to ensure their voices are
heard, and my helping to protect Grace Islet is an important part of this.
The BC government has reneged on its responsibilities under the Heritage
Conservation Act to protect this sacred site. I cannot support the construction
of a house literally on top of burial cairns, any more than I would support a house
being built over top the final resting place of non-aboriginal ancestors.
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Join Our Team

Community Health Workers
Casual Community Health Workers
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Southern Gulf Islands, particularly on
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lieu of benefits
Please submit your resume, with
your hours of work availability to
hr@beaconcs.ca or:
Fax: 250-361-8720; Mail:
#FBDPO$PNNVOJUZ4FSWJDFT
2723 Quadra Street
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Priscilla Ewbank

he full harvest moon is so gorgeous. Narvaez Bay Road
runs east and west outside Haggis Farm. In the middle
of the road at 6:30am the moon was setting to the left
and sun rising to the right—what a grand amount of light.
Usually after Labour Day as the weather cools off, the kids
are in school and the community pace of events ebbs
downwards. Not this year—there’s still lots happening.

Thomson Park Salmon BBQ

On Saturday, September 6, we had Parks and Recreation
Commission’s annual Thomson Park Salmon BBQ at Saturna
Beach. Free for everyone, lunch was sockeye salmon burgers
beautifully cooked by Hubertus Surm, along with tea, coffee
and carrot cake. Rick Jones gave his annual update on the state
of the salmon in Lyall Creek—the premier creek in the outer
Gulf Islands for salmon enhancement success.
It was a gorgeous day in the little community-owned park—
the big swing was in constant use by the kids, and people had a
grand time sitting around yakking and eating. A snappy
northwest wind kept the hornet menace stymied. Our park is
beautiful and full cause for a yearly celebration. Thanks to Parks
and Recreation for a lovely community event.

Southern Gulf Islands Food and
Agriculture Strategy

On Tuesday, Septembder 2 (the rainy day), Michael Dunn from
Mayne Island, Derek Masselink, Project Coordinator from
Pender, and various other agriculturally inclined people
representing the Southern Islands attended the final meeting
to present the Southern Gulf Islands Food and Agriculture
Strategy on Saturna.
About 12 people showed up at the Community Hall to hear
the presentation and participate. Two private contractors were
present, one doing work for the Ministry of Agriculture and one
doing work on the specific project. The Ministry of Agriculture
person had splendid maps of the island showing soil types,
Agricultural Land Reserves, designated areas and ownership
boundaries. The contractors toured the island with an islander,
asking questions of the local people who had agricultural
endeavors going on on their land.
Later, full scale maps were spread out and people identified
their land and wrote down all the activities they were engaged
in, the concept being to provide a snapshot—an inventory—of
agricultural efforts on Saturna on September 2, 2014. Maps,
detailing the collected information, will come back to the
community.
The project, lasting 16 months, lays out a five-phase
planning process ‘that actively engages the community in an
innovative and focused conversation about the future of a
sustainable local food and agriculture economy.’ Well, that
could be interesting and no doubt many ideas will evolve as the
project unfolds. Dirt people are always eager to talk animals,
plants, and natural harvesting.
In the early 1980s, when Jon and I first started Haggis Farm,
we were woefully slim on expertise. We had inspiration, limited
strategies, and very limited funds. At that time, we had access
to the local district horticulturalist, Brent Warner, over in
Sidney. He helped us tremendously with our startup orchard
and chicken endeavors—at no charge. That was his job with the
Ministry of Agriculture. The creation of the catchy ‘Fresh From
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Collective Agreement Amendment Act, 2004 (Bill 19).The Bill
reversed the Supreme Court order; the provisions in the
existing collective agreements were once more eliminated.
When the then existing collective agreement expired, the
government extended it into 2006 with Bill 12, the Teachers
Collective Agreement Act. Reacting to yet another legislated
contract, the BCTF called a strike. The government took legal
action against the teachers, who were fined $500,000 by BC
Supreme Court.
On May 12, 2006, the government passed Bill 33, the
Education (Learning Enhancement) Statutes Amendment Act,
which once again set class sizes without any negotiation. Once
again, the BCTF took a strike vote, but a collective agreement
was successfully achieved on June 30, 2006.

Collective Bargaining Becomes A
Charter Right

In July, 2007, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled in a case
involving the BC Government’s Bill 29 (Health and Social
Services Delivery Improvement Act). Bill 29 had removed
collective bargaining rights from healthcare workers in BC.
The ruling had the effect of extending Charter protection to
a range of collective bargaining rights, and reversed decisions
at both the BC Supreme Court and the BC Court of Appeal, both
of which had previously held for the BC government.
In November, 2010, the BCTF challenged Bills 27, 28, and
19 in BC Supreme Court. (Essentially, the new challenge had
been waiting for a Supreme Court of Canada decision on Bill
29.)
It took until 2011 for the BC Supreme Court to rule that the
bills contravened the Charter of Rights and Freedoms: that,
www.islandtides.com
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Music in the forest—children listen to one of the nine musical groups performing along the Walkalong For Learning
route on August 30. Galiano Conservancy Association had great support for its second annual Walkalong. The event
raised almost $17,000 towards nature education programs and the Restorative Learning Centre’s development.
Donations can still be made throughout September.
the Islands’ signs with the roosters were Warner’s work, part of
getting the Saanich Peninsula growers to organize and market
aggressively.
Right this minute, the trees we planted with his help are
ripening their fruit. The old Gravenstein that previous owners
planted 70-years-ago is filling piepans and pastry shells.
The plan for scab-resistant and consecutively ripening apple
varieties in the Money’s orchard were arrived at between owner,
Carol Money, and Brent Warner. Now Amanda and Andrew
are working that orchard—what a long time success that
agricultural venture has been!

Saturna Island Nursing

The directors of the Saturna Community Club met on Thursday
and a major part of the discussion centered around the nursing
situation on the island. The topic under discussion was the open
position, following Lorna Quinn’s retirement. No decisions were
made, as a quorum was not present.
Dawn Wood, Health Committee member, has been
following this situation closely and is in vigourous contact with
Vancouver Island Health. She has heard that funding has been
cut, the position has been relentlessly trimmed of its efficacy,
and if the community size rates a 0.2FTE position you can’t have
the services we used to have. And on and on it goes, getting ever
more convoluted and less useful as time passes.
There is a notice on the General Store bulletin board
detailing a phone number to call to voice your concerns. It might
be helpful for the community to engage Vancouver Island
Health and ask for action, noting that we pay the same tax
amount that is paid in urban areas and that a community is
better served if it has an on-island nurse.
first of all, they infringed on the teachers’ right of freedom of
association; and, secondly, that there was no new situation that
justified any such infringement.
The government has not appealed this judgement, so the
status quo ante legally prevails—that is, the negotiation
limitations as of 2002. The BCTF proposed that, as a means of
funding class-size and composition changes, the government
restore an additional $275 million which the union said was cut
by passing Bills 27 and 28. The government reacted with a
proposal for a Class Organizing Fund of $165 million over three
years, followed by $75 million annually.

An Election, And Another Court
Judgement

Then the government introduced Bill 22 (2012), the Education
Improvement Act, which once again contained restrictions on
what aspects of class size and composition may be included in
a collective agreement. It also included the Class Organizing
Fund proposal. The Bill’s introduction was in response to the
court ruling on Bills 27, 28, and 19.
A provincial election in May, 2013, returned the BCLiberal
government, under Christy Clark.
In September, 2013, BCTF challenged Bill 22, arguing that
it was unconstitutional. In the Supreme Court, Madame Justice
Susan Griffin ruled in January, 2014, that it was essentially
similar to the government’s previous legislation, and therefore
contained the same constitutional faults, and awarded BCTF
$2 million in damages, payable by the provincial government.
She also pointed out that when a court determines that a piece
of legislation is unconstitutional, it is automatically struck
down.

Those Good Old Days

I swore I would never utter the words ‘in the good old days’. I
want all the years of my life to keep moving forward and
integrate new values. However!
We Saturna Islanders have had a swell series of nurses
forever. Each nurse when she died, or moved on, seemed to
hatch another compassionate, funny, devoted to her patients
and skilled to her bones, nurse. Those nurses had gummy bears,
administrative skills, were innovative, and unabashed at the
sight of gore and calamity from kids to adults.
How did we get from this oh-so-functioning and
commendable service to the ‘model’ we have now. We have
wonderful skilled people but they ‘can’t do this and can’t do
that’—most especially without the proper form.
In isolated areas we need flexibility and ‘do it’ capacity. To
be begging for useful service in exchange for our taxes is
exasperating and demeaning .
And the same with agricultural enterprise. What happened
to the job of District Horticulturist? Brent Warner didn’t die—
he is working hard all over the world now and especially in
Canada, and his home is here right among us.
The argument that we need more qualified people to have
the previous service doesn’t fly—we have more people than we
have ever had and they care and do a damn fine job as single
volunteers and as members of volunteer groups, including our
fire department and our ambulance emergency service.
Saturna recognizes the need for a nurse and we are writing
many letters to the Island Health Authority. The Gulf Islands
recognize the need for farm enterprises and combining
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Latest BCPSEA Proposals

In February, 2014, the BC government appealed Madame
Justice Griffin’s latest decision. The appeal will probably be
heard next month. The BCPSEA has tabled proposal E-81,
which is intended to deal with uncertainty about the result of
any appeal. It provides that if either party (BCPSEA or BCTF) is
dissatisfied with the result of any appeal, they may terminate
the current collective agreement. It is unclear whether this
proposal is still on the table.
In the meantime, the government’s negotiating arm
BCPSEA has also tabled proposal E-80, which would take effect
whether the court allows or strikes down the appeal.
It appears to set out a fixed amount of $75 million annually
as a ‘Learning Improvement Fund’ to cover additional costs
incurred for ‘special needs’ and other staffing requirements. It
is unclear whether this program is intended to once again
remove class-size and composition from collective bargaining.
The Fund has the potential to set a budget limit on additional
costs. The proposal also claims little is known about both
specialist teachers and ‘special needs’ students, seeks more
information, and also requires some degree of consultation on
the allocation of the Fund.
The BCTF has set the abandonment of this proposal as a
precondition for the initiation of binding arbitration and the
resumption of school.
It is unclear what BCPSEA’s purpose in E-80 may be, save
possibly to avoid the 2001-2002 class size and composition
conditions being set by the court as conditions for a 2013-2019
contract.
See also related articles on pages 2 and 12. 0
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Consider The Tomato - Brian Crumblehulme

his is the year of the tomato: consistently warm, sometimes
hot, and just enough rain.
Although tomatoes are grown in almost every country and
climate zone from sub-arctic to semi-desert, it wasn’t always so.
For more than a hundred years, Europeans considered the
exotic fruit with suspicion because it belongs to the nightshade
family. After it’s introduction by Cortes in 1521, tomatoes were
planted in flower beds. With a touch of black humour, Cosimo
de Medici had baskets of the fruit delivered to his mansion as
table decorations.
Times and tastes change and I now have kilos of tomatos in
my freezer. In the ’50s and ’60s, the pea was the vegetable of
choice because it was always available canned and frozen. Now,
in the space of two generations, the tomato has gone from a
seasonal salad crop to the most ubiquitous of vegetables. (I
should add that in US statistics, the potato places first with 55%
of total sales, but is not considered a vegetable; it is classified as
a carb since most are sold as French fries.)
Easy to germinate from any saved seed, the modern tomato
is a large plant with a big appetite; getting them to produce
implies work. The Aztecs created what we might call a raised
bed called a chinampas. Essentially a patch of marsh or shallow
lake, they piled it with compost and dirt to create a muddy island
fenced off to protect it from animals. Tomatoes grow like vines
creeping over the ground and climbing over low-growing
obstacles in a way that amused Cosimo as he sauntered around
his Florentine gardens. A single tomato vine can reach fourteen
feet. For the past two hundred years, modern tomato cultivation
has focused on controlling this messy habit by tying them to
poles and strings. Recently, Erich Stekovics reinvented
contemporary tomato cultivation.
If you look up Eric Stekovics, you find a column of articles in
German about the ‘Der Kaiser der Paradeiser’ (the Emperor of
Tomatoes). At the Stekovics’s 36-acre farm in Austria, Erich
maintains some 3,200 tomato varieties, growing about 800 a
year in a four year rotation.
East Austria is a lot like Alberta, and from a gardener’s
perspective is either too hot or too cold. So Stekovics raises his
seedlings under poly-tunnels until after the last frost. The
ground is deeply dug with lots of compost, then the tall young
plants are buried almost to the tip and mulched with straw.
They are watered once, then Erich walks away. His tomatoes
are never watered again. Neither are they staked, tied, pinched
or stopped. They are simply left to grow in a jumbly jungle. His
results have confounded horticultural experts from across
Europe because of a consistently high yield and exceptional
flavour. Sounds too good to be true.
At the end of May this year I selected a weedy 20ft by 6ft strip
near the bottom of my kitchen garden. I had attempted to grow
there for three years with limited success, so I turned all the
weeds (couch grass, nettles and dock) over, layered it with
farmyard manure and covered the whole thing with black poly.
I even buried the edges of the poly to prevent slugs from setting
up camp. Later I made small slashes down the centre with a
utility knife, sprinkled some 10-10-10 slow-release fertilizer and
planted tomatoes four at a time with a couple of zucchini at each
end for closure. After one initial soaking, they have not been
watered all summer.
So here we are in early September: The cherry tomatoes in
the greenhouse have been producing well since early July,
followed by the larger varieties three weeks later. The cherry
tomatoes outside that are tied up began ripening in mid-August
and those on the ground at month end. As I write, the
greenhouse plants are still growing but fruit production has
slowed down, while those outside are growing and producing
like there’s no tomorrow.
We all know that field produce tastes better than greenhouse
produce because the former gets direct, strong sunlight
including the UV. To protect the plant from sunburn, the leaves
and fruit develop a layer of phytochemicals, many of which add
colour, aroma and flavour not available to protected indoor
plants. It has also been recorded that plants grown slowly and
left to mature ‘naturally,’ will also taste better than those grown
under ‘optimum’ conditions and ripened in a semi-trailer with
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SATURNA from previous page

individual effort and we are striving to reinvent the wheel—wish
us all luck!

October Christmas Market

Here is a new tradition—the Christmas Market will be held over
the Thanksgiving Weekend. November was deemed too late in
the year to get a good turnout for all the local crafts and art that
islanders market for the Christmas gift season. So a new
strategy has been concocted for this year—Octoberfest and a
Christmas Market! More details to follow. 0
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ethylene. Depending on the variety, a really ripe tomato should
be slightly sweet, acidic and loaded with volatile oils, some of
which also show up in basil—which is why that herb is often
used to boost the flavour of insipid tomatoes.
Consequently, my outside plants are a much darker green
and the fruit is tastier, if later to ripen.
I am just now beginning to harvest the larger ones left to
grow into a jungle. I should add that this was a stellar year for
my zucchinis also grown with no water; 2-3 fruit a day for the
past two months, I mean how many can you eat?
The moral to the story seems to imply that the Stekovics
method does work and given that this is not a prairie climate, is
slower and more sensitive to variations in the weather. Next
year I intend to plant fewer tomatoes in the greenhouse, plus a
substantial bed outside using the Stekovics no-water technique.
And I will tie up all the plants to maximize their exposure to light
and keep the fruit out of reach of slugs on damp nights.
As a coda on the Der Kaiser der Paradeiser: Stekovics the
entrepreneur has turned his 36-acre holding into a thriving
family business, for, in addition to excellent produce sales at
premium prices, ‘Der Kaiser’ also gives four-hour tours of his
farm at 40 Euros a shot.
Limited to around 20 people at a time Erich has a walking
‘tomato theatre’ where the acolytes are toured, entertained and
dined, leaving loaded with souvenirs of the fruit and jars of
tomato jam. By early summer, Stekovics is completely booked
up for the season. He is now taking bookings for 2015. You do
the math.
Volumes have been written extolling the virtues of the
traditional red fruit and volumes more have been filled with
tomato recipes, from soups and cakes to pizza and wine. Almost
all of which constitute another way of preserving a taste of
summer for midwinter reminiscences. Stekovics, who is
beginning to look like a tomato, will happily sell you any of these.
My wife and her business partner have a jam, jelly & chutney
business at the farmer’s market and recently added tomato jam.
Customers were not impressed—until a sample jar was
presented open, next to a plate of crackers—‘try one!’ The result
always closed with a sale. A couple holidaying from France also
commented that all the stores in their country carry a variety of
tomato jams from around the world. Portugal and Patagonia
are currently in vogue.

Welsh Tomato Jam: (also available in
Gaelic if you can read it)

Peel and simmer very ripe red tomatoes with half their weight
of sugar for at least 20 minutes. This should be enough to release
the pectin, and if not, cook longer until very smooth. Add lemon
juice to taste and spoon into jars. Seal and sterilize as you would
for other preserves. Store for at least a month before buttering
your toast.

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Thur, Fri & Sat, Sept 19, 20 & 26, Oct 9

High Tide Concerts— Fri, Sept 19: Universal
Gospel Choir, Alix Goolden Performance Hall,
doors at 6pm; Fri & SaT, SepT 19 & 20: Eric Bibb
featuring Michael Jerome Browne, Hermann’s
Jazz Club, doors at 6:30pm; SaT, SepT 20: Marvin
Matthews Band, Alix Goolden Performance Hall,
doors at 6pm; Fri, SepT 26: Burton Cummings,
The Port Theatre, doors at 6:30pm; THurS, OCT 9:
Boz Scaggs ‘The Memphis Tour’, The Port Theatre, doors at
6:30pm • Info & Tickets: hightideconcerts.net • ViCTOria &
NaNaiMO

Sunday, Sept 28

15th annual Salt Spring island apple
Festival—Apple Heaven, growing over 350
varieties of apples organically; taste hundreds
of apple varieties; farm tours; apple pies; meet
Maggie and Captain Apple, and Henry Ruckle;
taste incredible food, explore SSI apple history,
apple identification, and apple art; how to grow
apples organically; bee experts on hand •
Fulford Hall plus 18 farms • 9am–5pm • Tickets:
$10, students $5, Under-12 free, buy only on festival day at Fulford
hall and outside the Ganges Tourist Info Centre • Info:
www.saltspringmarket.com/apples • SaLT SpriNG

October 1, 2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 21 and 22

WellSmart & SepticSmart rural Water and Septic Workshop
Series—Wed, OCT 1: SepticSmart, Parksville Conference Centre,
6-8pm; THurS, OCT 2: WellSmart, Little Qualicum Hall, 6:30-8pm;
TueS, OCT 7: SepticSmart, Nanoose Library Hall, 5:45-7:30pm;
THurS, OCT 9: WellSmart, Lantzville Legion, 6:30-8pm; TueS, OCT
14: WellSmart, Cranberry Hall, 6:30-8pm; THurS, OCT 16:
SepticSmart, Gabriola Agi Hall, 6-8pm; TueS, OCT 21: SepticSmart,
Cedar Community Hall, 6-8pm; Wed, OCT 22: WellSmart, Errington
War Memorial Hall, 6:30-8pm • Free • Register: 1.888.828.2069 •
Info: www.rdnWellSmart.ca and www.SepticSmart.ca •
parKSViLLe, QuaLiCuM BeaCH, NaNOOSe, LaNTZViLLe,
SOuTH WeLLiNGTON, GaBriOLa, Cedar, erriNGTON

Photo: Leigh Anne Milne

A crosswalk transformed to a rainbow graced Ganges for
Pride Weekend.

Portuguese Doce de Tomate:

Very ripe red tomatoes, peeled and seeded plus almost the same
weight in sugar. Add a couple of cinnamon sticks, some lemon
peel and whole cloves to taste. Stirring frequently, simmer for
at least an hour until it thickens. Strain off the cinnamon, lemon
and cloves. Add a good dollop of sweet ruby Port wine, stir, jar,
and sterilize.

Moroccan Tomato Jam:

Bake, or better still, roast the tomatoes on a BBQ, until soft and
slightly burnt.
Remove the skins and seeds. In a skillet, fry with a little olive
oil until fairly dry. Add a little honey, cinnamon, paprika and
minced chillies to taste. Adjust with salt and pepper. Stir in some
orange flower water and serve fresh with cilantro and a very
good soft cheese.
I have not actually tried this but I think sun-dried tomatoes
and a serving of grilled cod would turn this into a hot party
favourite. 0
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Saturday & Sunday, October 4 and 5

Vancouver island Bead &
Jewellery Show—the ultimate
west coast bling fling for jewellery
makers and jewellery lovers; 35+
exhibitors offering artisan jewellery, gems, beads, pearls, new
products, findings, tools, kits and inspiration galore • Main Hall,
Saanich Fairgrounds • 10am–5pm each day • Tickets: $10 advance
(online and for locations see website), $12 at the door • Info: tickets,
speakers, and exhibitors www.vibjs.ca • SaaNiCH

Thursday, October 9

Valdy & Nadina Mackie Jackson—A one-ofa kind, all-Canadian tour-de-force by Canada’s
top bassoon soloist, Nadina Mackie Jackson,
and folk icon, Valdy • School Auditorium •
7:30pm • Subscription forms and tickets
available at Talisman and Southridge. • Info:
250.629.3360 • peNder

Saturday to Monday, October 11,12 & 13

18th annual Gabriola Thanksgiving Studio Tour—
more than 50 artists will open their doors to visitors
from around the world; Gabriola invites art lovers to
pick up or download an information-packed
brochure and make a day of it; artist details and a
map available online • 10am-4pm • Free • Info:
www.artsgabriola.ca • GaBriOLa

Friday thru Sunday, October 17 to 19

Creative Threads Conspiracy—three-day retreat of workshops
for all levels of fiber artists with 10
teachers and 14 classes: quilting,
knitting, basketry, felting, woodcarving and a special all-day demo of
bobbin lace-making from a group that
has existed for 100 years. •
Fri/Sat/Sun: classes all day, catered
meals • each class $10/hr • Info:
250.335.0198 www.creativethreadsconspiracy.com • deNMaN

email: islandtides@islandtides.com • 250.216.2267 • Next Deadline Sept 24
www.islandtides.com
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ROUND THE ISLANDS
BC Rivers Day

The goal of BC Rivers Day is to raise public awareness of
Canadian rivers and to demonstrate why these waterways are
important. This year, September 28 marks the 34th annual
celebration.
The day is usually full with everything from riverside
cleanups, to nature walks, to school projects, to community
festivals, art exhibits and habitat enhancement. This British
Columbian initative spurred the growth of a ‘World Rivers Day’,
an event that millions of people worldwide participate in. To
learn more, visit www.orcbc.ca/pro_bcriversday.htm

Budget Consultation Public Hearings

The Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government
Services has started a series of public hearings concerning
Budget Consultation 2015. The public is invited to attend the
hearings or participate by sending written submission,
responding to an online survey, or submitting an audio or video
file. The Committee will be in Campbell River on Wednesday,
October 1.

VIRL French Language Collection

Over the past year, Vancouver Island Regional Library (VIRL)
has expanded its French Language collection by over a
thousand items.
This array of new materials covers all interests and ages,
from new fiction and nonfiction titles for adults, to storybooks
for children and French language movies on DVD.
These new materials provide the Francophone community
and students of Canada’s other official language an enhanced
selection of titles and formats.
For more information and to find these new materials
online, visit virl.bc.ca.

Pender Island School Cob Building

Pender Island’s Elementary School is a bit behind in completing
its ‘cob’ (straw and mud) garden shed. The shed needs to be
built by the end of September so that it has time to fully dry
before winter. Volunteers are invited every September Friday,
2-5pm, and Sunday, 10-1pm, to help finish the project. Come
and get a little mud between your fingers and toes.

LETTERS from page 5

Along with the Islands Trust, the land use planning authority
on Salt Spring, I objected to the renewal of the provincial ‘site
alteration’ permit over one year ago. Not only do I believe the
development of Grace Islet to be fundamentally wrong, but also
the owner had clearly violated the permit by clearing the site
with an excavator without proper monitoring. The Minister
chose to ignore this violation and renew the permit. A number
of professional archaeologists believe that the renewed permit
is also being violated.
I have also repeatedly stated that, while Grace Islet needs to
be protected, the owner should be fairly compensated. Since the
Minister appeared to have washed his hands of the affair, and
the owner refused to communicate with First Nations, I
supported a proposal to the Capital Regional District (CRD) to
expropriate Grace Islet at fair market value. The CRD Board has
now declined this proposal, but this does not change my view
about the need to protect this sacred site.
Governments at all levels need to chart a new path of
reconciliation with First Nations people, whom we have
historically repeatedly betrayed. The protection of Grace Islet
would be a small but positive step in that direction.
I understand that my views on this issue may not be
supported by all of my constituents, but I hope that for those
who disagree, this will at least provide a better understanding
of it.
Gary Holman, MLA Saanich North & The Islands

Net Metering & Smart Metering

Dear Editor:
Smart meter proponents have been criticized on many fronts
from electromagnetic radiation overload to privacy concerns
and, while I can appreciate the desire to put a positive spin on
the program, I think Hugh Patterson’s letter (August 21, 2014)
goes a bit too far in attributing benefits of net metering to the
smart meter.
While it might be argued that the time-of-day power
consumption records that the smart meter provides could be
used to give some pricing advantage to a small solar power
producer, the program as presently implemented by BCHydro
gives no such advantage. A basic analog power meter (such as
we all had 10-years-ago) is capable of bidirectional power

A QUIXOTE ISLAND
SAGA – by V. L. GREENE

This book has created
a sensation on
Galiano Island.
Check out the website:

www.quixoteislandsaga.com

to find out why.
www.islandtides.com

Photo & Story: Doreen Ball
Our canoe has been very popular of late. Yesterday, our cat, Tessa, was in it when a young buck decided he wanted to have a snooze in the
canoe. They had a bit of a stare-down and then the cat jumped out allowing the deer to take her place. Today a doe and three fawns were
settled there first thing this morning. We think only two are hers…daycare in the deer world?

Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup

Every spring and fall, volunteers across Canada come
together to help clean the beaches and shorelines of our
Canadian waters. By 2002, from local beginnings a
quarter century ago, the Great Canadian Shoreline
Cleanup has become a Canada-wide program taking place
in every territory and province. Last year, a total of 99,280
kilograms of garabage was removed from 3,038
kilometers of beach.
This year, the fall cleanup is hoping to engage even
more volunteers to making meaningful change to
Canadian waters. National Cleanup Week is between
September 20 and 28, with dozens of cleanup locations in
BC alone. To learn more, visit www.shorelinecleanup.ca.

Recovering From Depression

Island Health is offering a free Depression Support Group
on Salt Spring Island, for adults experiencing major
depression or anxiety. The eight-week program is based
on Changeways Core Program and is designed to help
people learn the skills they need to begin coping with
depression. The Support Group also provides a safe place
to learn from others who are engaged in the recovery
process.
To learn more and to register: Anastasia Williams,
250-538-4847, Anastasia.williams@viha.ca. 0

Bridge debate on Gabriola

Recent ferry cuts and costs are once again hieghtening the debate
amongst Gabriolans over whether or not their island should be
connected to Nanaimo by a bridge.
The Gabriola Bridge Society (GBS) has organized a petition to have
the Ministry of Transportation and Infastructure conduct a feasibility
study for the possiblity of building a bridge. Some islanders are eager
to skip the study and move right into construction, while others say
that a bridge would have an overall negative impact on the island.
Topics under discussion range from environmental impacts, to
economic growth, to social wellbeing. Among questions being asked
are: ‘What would happen to cyclists and foot passengers if the ferries
were replaced?’ and ‘Would buses or watertaxis have to run to
accomodate all those residents without cars? And if so, who would
run them?’
Some residents are concerned that a connection with Nanaimo
would raise crime rates on their island, or lead to the decline of onisland revenue as off-island products become more available. Others
argue that a bridge would bring more businesses, people and jobs to
Gabriola, not to mention shifting the transportation future out of the
hands of BC Ferries. Meanwhile, GBS’s petition sits in Minister
Stone’s office, and the society looks forward to the November 15
election that could bring with it a change in local government.
With ferry costs rising, residents of Gabriola are becoming more
and more interested in the bridge debate. However, Island Trust
policy currently doesn’t allow bridges to islands in its jurisdiction. 0

measurement and would track the net power produced by a
household just fine.
The only benefit currently provided by the smart meter
program in BC is improved detail in power measurement so that
people who are interested can track when they use power the
most. This might help them determine how to save money, but
without the involvement of a concerned and conservation
minded consumer, the smart meter only replaces the meter
reader’s job.
Niall Parker, Pender Island

Radiation Concerns on Plant Earth

Dear Editor:
As Christian Gronau pointed out in his article in the May 29,
2014 Island Tides, nuclear radiation is a complex subject. It is
also a subject of growing importance, as the citizens of Ukraine
and Japan have discovered firsthand.
As air, water, and fallout do not honour borders, it is
important that we, as residents of planet Earth, take the time to
learn about what we are being exposed to, and what it means
for us, locally and globally.
Prior to 1933, only naturally occurring radioactive materials
(known as the ‘Norm’) existed. Common examples include
Radon gas, Potassium-40 (found in granite and bananas, for
example), and uranium ores. In fact, radiation is everywhere,
and is quite natural. It comes from the rocks beneath us, from
the elements that make up our bones and our bodies, and even
comes from cosmic rays from outer space. This is the
environment that life has adapted to, over billions of years.
When people talk about nuclear radiation, they are often
lumping together three different types of radiation: alpha, beta
and gamma radiation. Alpha radiation is when part of the
nucleus is emitted when a nuclear material decays. Beta
radiation is when an electron or positron is emitted. Gamma
radiation is when high-energy electromagnetic radiation is
emitted. All three types can be of concern, and have very
different effects on the human body.
Alpha and beta radiation cause the most damage, as they
have the most energy, and can tear through cells, causing
significant DNA damage. Fortunately, they can’t go very far, as
alpha particles are stopped by a piece of paper, and beta
particles are stopped by a thin sheet of metal. Gamma radiation
is a higher energy version of X-Rays, and can penetrate through
thick concrete.
Fortunately, we’ve evolved to live in an environment that is
constantly damaging our DNA. DNA has two strands, which
provides redundancy, and has special coding known as
degeneracy, which prevents small errors from causing harm.
This allows our cells to repair minor DNA damage, and if
damage is unrepairable, cells are often able to kill themselves
to protect the rest of the organism.
Unfortunately, our DNA’s ability to resist and repair damage
has its limits. When the levels of radiation rises far enough
above natural levels, the risk of mutations and cancer increases
dramatically. That is the danger of exposure to human-made

radioactive materials.
Assessing the risk of radioactive exposure is difficult because
even extremely small quantities can be dangerous. The worstcase scenario involves the inhalation or ingestion of radioactive
particles, as they can then be retained within the body for
varying periods of time, bombarding nearby cells with alpha,
beta, and gamma radiation. This type of localized exposure can
overwhelm the natural repair functions of cells, and can lead to
cancers. This is why radioactive fallout can’t be compared with
potassium in bananas, or cosmic ray exposure when traveling
in an aeroplane.
While airborne and water-borne radioactive materials are of
concern, radioactive materials in food are more likely to become
concentrated to the point where they are hazardous. This is due
to a process known as bioaccumulation, where contaminants
increase in concentration as you go up the food chain. As a
consequence, in some areas of Japan, it is now common to see
signs in markets indicating the level of becquerels (the SI unit
of radioactivity) measured in the food, to help reassure
customers that their food is still safe.
Dangerous contamination levels can exist below the levels
that can be detected using a geiger counter. In order to
determine whether food is contaminated, it often must be kept
in a special lead-shielded container while it is measured by a
piece of equipment known as a scintillator.
A scintillator is like a geiger-counter, except that it is more
sensitive and revealing, as it generates minute pulses of light in
response to gamma and X-Ray radiation. Based on the shapes
of the light pulses, one can learn what radioactive materials are
generating the radiation. Detecting alpha and beta radiation
emitters is even more difficult, since the presence of this
radiation must be measured indirectly through the presence of
bremsstrahlung X-Rays that are generated when an alpha or
beta particle passes near atoms inside the food.
Outside of the Fukushima and Chernobyl exclusion zones,
waste disposal sites, and other locations where nuclear
accidents have occurred, we are fortunate that contamination
levels are still below the levels at which our bodies can’t repair
themselves fast enough. However, we should not be
complacent, as radiological stresses can interact and combine
with other stresses on our bodies, increasing biological effects.
Thus, keeping exposure levels as low as possible is prudent.
Both the recommendations from the International
Commission on Radiological Protection and the current
effective dose limits in Canada state that exposure to more than
1 millisieverts per year (the sievert is the SI unit for dose) of nonnatural radioactivity justifies the introduction of protection
actions for members of the public. With a background radiation
level of 1.8 millisieverts per year in Victoria, for example, one
can easily see how quickly small increases in exposure can be
of concern.
Obviously, there is much more that can be written about this
subject, and if anyone has questions, please send us an e-mail
at davidandlaura@lambertlake.ca.
David and Laura Slik, Lasqueti Island 0
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The Future Is Now - Guy Dauncey

I

Could BC transportation become 100% renewable?

s it possible that we could go where we want to be and ship
our goods where they need to go without any use of fossil
fuels?
Helsinki, capital of Finland, is taking a big step in this
direction with its goal that by 2025, nobody will need to own a
car in the city at all, thanks to an advanced integrated ‘mobility
on demand’ network of shared bikes, transit, light rail travel,
and computer-automated Kutsuplus minibuses that adapt their
routes to take you wherever you want to go.
As the cars, trucks, ferries and planes that we use to go about
our daily lives are 38% of the cause of global warming in BC this
is clearly a big deal. So, let’s start at the easy end of the issue and
work our way into the difficult, uncharted territory.

Cycling

Cycling is easy: the bustling city of Copenhagen has already
demonstrated that 35% of its commuters can get to work by
bike, and many cities in Holland can boast equally good
numbers.
‘Ah, but it’s flat,’ you might respond. ‘Have you ever tried
cycling in North Vancouver or on the islands?’
‘Ah,’ I respond, ‘have you ever tried an electric bike?’ Electric
bikes defy gravity, making hills vanish with a twist of the hand.
In so doing they open up new realms of possibility for older
cyclists, and anyone who doubts their ability to cycle a 10km
round trip. Add safe protected bike-lanes, off-road bike trails,
clearly marked intersections, good bike-sharing schemes with
bike-mounted tablets that give GPS-based directions, as they
are doing in Copenhagen, and you’ve got a set-up in which
cycling becomes irresistible.
There’s a cost to all this, of course. Holland—which has
35,000 kilometres of bike paths—spends $580m a year on
bicycle infrastructure. The cost is 4.3¢/kilometre pedaled by
each cyclist, compared to 22¢ for a motorist. In other words: it
is five times cheaper than cars.
And, for shorter distances of 5km or less, the bike will also
get you there faster than a car. In Copenhagen, they justify the
cost of the bike infrastructure by the healthcare savings: the
health benefit of cycling comes to $1/km, creating an overall
annual benefit to the Danes of some $388 million.
But even so—where will the money come from? It could
come from existing transportation budgets, by spending less on
roads. It could come from an increase in the gas tax. It could
come by changing the way we use income from the carbon tax,
spending it on positive climate solutions instead of returning it
in tax reductions. It could come from a special green bonds
issue. Or it could come from road tolls, which make sense in a
post-carbon world when gas taxes will no longer exist.

A Thousand Kilometres in an
Electric Bus

Next up is public transit, bus rapid-transit and light-rail transit.
There are cities all over the world with excellent systems, from
Portland to New York, Paris to Tokyo, Curitiba to Bogota. Light
rail can be fully electric—and so can a regular bus. There are
100% electric buses on the road without overhead cables in
Seoul, Montreal, London, Helsinki, Los Angeles, Edmonton,
Umea in Sweden, San Francisco, Geneva (using 15-second
overhead flash-charging every three or four stops), Adelaide
(using solar electric)—and soon, everywhere.
In the United States, the Proterra electric bus has set a
world record, by travelling over 1,000 kilometres in a single
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day using fast-charging.
In China, the auto-manufacturer BDY recently received an
order for 1,800 electric buses that can travel 300km on a single
charge, with 1,200 going to Dalian in northeast China and 600
to Nanjing in eastern China. With that kind of range, fast luxury
electric coaches in BC can’t be far away.
Next, there’s railways. If you have never travelled on a fast,
comfortable train, you don’t know what you’re missing. When
I lived in England, I would regularly take the two-hour ride from
South Devon to London. The seats were arranged in groups of
four around a table, enabling you to spread out, work, and talk
to fellow travellers if you wanted to. When I travelled on a highspeed train across South Korea, averaging 300kph, the journey
was so smooth you hardly knew you were travelling.
The West Coast Express from Vancouver to Mission could
easily be electrified, as railways are in many parts of the world.
It’s just a matter of making the investment.
In the Lower Mainland, there is an existing Fraser Valley
Interurban rail line that runs from New Westminster to
Langley, Abbotsford and Chilliwack where a light-rail train
could operate, sharing the track with existing goods use. Maybe
the railway line that carries coal to Roberts Bank at Tsawwassen
could also share the track, allowing a light-rail passenger service
to operate there too.

The Electric Car and The Electric PickUp Truck

So now we come to the big one—the electric car. Among those
who observe the scene, there is a sense of welcome inevitability
that the future of cars and light trucks will be electric.
Not hydrogen fuel-cell, since a fuel-cell electric vehicle (EV)
uses three times more energy than a straight EV.
Maybe not biofuel, since progress on second-generation
biofuels grown on marginal land is slow, and most biofuel still
has a large carbon footprint—with the exception of recycled
biodiesel, such as that distributed by the Cowichan Biodiesel
Co-op and other groups.
And not natural gas, since gas is a non-renewable fossil fuel
that increasingly depends on fracking for extraction, polluting
the groundwater with unknown chemicals and releasing
fugitive methane emissions into the atmosphere.
EV prices are falling, and choices are increasing. EV drivers
report a really positive driving experience, and BC’s charging
infrastructure is spreading. If BC was to follow Norway’s
example, with a well-organized system of incentives, 10% of all
new cars sold could be electric. The question is not ‘if,’ but ‘how
soon?’
At today’s fuel-prices, a regular car costs $200 a month to
lease and $150 for gasoline, which comes to $11 a day. A Nissan
Leaf, offered for lease in America for $199 a month, and costing
just $10 a month on electricity, comes to $7 a day. With prices
like that, anyone who does not drive a leased EV will be losing
$4 a day, or $120 a month.
And if you live out in the back-country, where you really need
your rugged pick-up truck? They’re coming: Tesla has plans for
an EV pick-up truck similar to the Ford F-150, and Via Motors
already has one on the assembly line.
The best policy approach to accelerate the EV revolution is
simply to set a high standard for fuel efficiency. In Europe, by
2020, new cars will need to produce no more than 95gms of
CO2 per kilometre, reduced from the current 120gm/km. The

Cowichan Carbon Busters launch solar non-profit
he objective of Cowichan Carbon Busters’ new project
is to make solar panels available to citizens at a
competitive cost, thereby spreading their rapid
installation at homes and commercial locations throughout
Cowichan.
On September 8, the Cowichan Carbon Busters announced
the largest citizen-led bulk buy of solar PV (photo-voltaic) panels
in the history of BC. Seven-hundred-and-twenty panels, costing
$125,000, were ordered from EfstonSolar by Viridian Energy
Co-operative in Duncan, through the efforts of the Cowichan
Carbon Busters.
‘About 30 Cowichan homeowners are participating—getting
25% off normal prices,’ says spokesperson Peter Nix. Each
household will make money selling surplus solar electricity into
BCHydro’s grid when the sun shines, and buying it back when
there is less power—as part of BCHydro’s net-metering policy.
‘This is just the first step in the formation of a citizen-owned
Cowichan Renewable Energy Co-operative,’ says Carbon Buster
Peter Nix. ‘Once citizens are aware that they can make a profit
generating solar electricity, the next logical step will be to use
that energy to power electric cars and heat our homes and
eliminate the need for fossil fuels.’
Making society independent of fossil fuels is the goal of most
BC municipalities, as most have signed the BC Climate Action
Charter. It is critical, say Carbon Busters, to phase out fossil fuels
to stabilize our climate and allow our kid’s generation to thrive.
For example, the municipality of North Cowichan has adopted
a plan to reduce the entire community’s greenhouse gas

emissions by 80% before 2050. As an act of leadership, Mayor
Jon Lefebure has already installed solar panels on his own
house.
Nix believes ‘citizens need to take a leadership role’ in the
struggle to minimize damage caused by climate change. And so
he has ordered 200 solar panels to set up a pilot solar energy
project in his own backyard. Using this example, he then wants
to help organize a citizen-led solar energy co-operative that can
sell shares to its members and negotiate more independence
from BCHydro. Then, he wants to encourage the formation of
a publically-owned renewable energy utility as recommended
by the North Cowichan Climate Action and Energy Plan. By
producing their own renewable energy, municipalities could
earn money for their public and be able to lower taxes.
A public workshop on October 25, at the Heritage Hall in
Duncan’s community centre, will explain solar technology and
the plan to set up a citizen’s co-op. ‘We need to engage the public
and encourage politicians to support the local economy and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions,’ says Nix. ‘For example, if
renewable energy becomes wide-spread, then the need for the
expensive Site C dam will decrease; and ultimately, the need for
oil pipelines will dry up too because it will make economic sense
to drive our cars with solar electric energy made locally, instead
of buying expensive imported gasoline. This is already
happening in other parts of the world already,’ he concludes.
For more info, email cowichancarbonbusters@shaw.ca. 0
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same approach could be used to reduce emissions to zero, giving
auto-manufacturers time to plan and retool. This is not
something BC could do on its own, however; it would require
federal regulation to make it Canada-wide.

Could BC Produce Enough Electricity?

Would there be enough electricity if every car and light truck in
BC were to be electric? If two million electric vehicles each
traveled 15,000 kilometres a year at an average 25kwh/100km,
each vehicle would use 3,750kwh a year, totaling 7,500GWh.
In total BC consumes 60,000GWh a year.
Solar photovoltaics on half of BC’s south-facing rooftops
could produce 7,500GWh a year; alternatively, since a 3
megawatt wind turbine can produce 7.5GWh/year, sufficient
for 2,000 cars, a thousand turbines could produce the power
for two million electric vehicles. A 30% efficiency improvement
on every home could free up the same amount of power.
Given the potential for far more travel by bike and transit, a
more realistic calculation might be for one million EVs driving
10,000 kilometres a year, resulting in 2,500 GWh of additional
demand, or just over 4% of BC’s current power usage.

The Car-Sharing Revolution

In 1998, just 905 people belonged to carshare groups around
the world. By 2012, that number had increased two
thousandfold to 1.78 million. By 2020, carsharing revenues are
set to hit $6 billion, with 12 million members worldwide.
The real breakthrough, however, comes with peer-to-peer
carsharing, when people put their cars into a shared rental pool.
It started in San Francisco several years ago, and has spread
through outfits such as Getaround, Buzzcar, RelayRides and
Communauto in Montreal, with owners earning up to $300 a
month. It is only a matter of time before it reaches Vancouver
and Victoria.
So picture a 100% renewable energy transportation future
in which you say where you want to go, and your tablet shows
your local travel options, including walking, bike-sharing, carsharing, transit, light rail travel and drive-and-parking, with the
likely cost and travel times.
Picture a zero-carbon future in which you call up a Helsinkistyle minibus, which whisks you away to your destination.
Picture a green, sustainable future in which a long-distance
trip to Kamloops, Whistler or Revelstoke is a matter of a bikeride, carshare or minibus to the bus station, and a leisurely
luxury electric coach-ride, using priority lanes to bypass heavy
traffic.
Will any of this future without fossil fuels undermine BC’s
economy, or destroy jobs? Far from it—and it could also
increase general happiness. If the rate of car ownership falls, as
people no longer see cars as being necessary, residential streets
can be narrowed, creating space for trees, food and children’s
play. With narrower, slower streets come more neighbourhood
friendships, more green space, and an increase in our social and
ecological wealth. What’s not to like about this future? 0
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The Lotus - Landers

In Lotus-Land the sea is calm.
The gentle breeze, a soothing balm.
Through fertile fields rich rivers flow.
On misty slopes lush forests grow.
As storm clouds from the east increase.
The threat of oil disturbs the peace.
The natives sound the warning bells.
Across the province, protest swells.
Can paradise be bought or sold
For pipelines filled with crude black gold?
Who would risk this priceless sea
To tanker spills… or LNG?
Where the liquid crude is found,
Blood is spilled upon the ground.
This fuel has spawned a toxic seed
That thrives on gluttony and greed.
The world’s awash in plastic scrap,
It’s natural wealth reduced to crap.
The Lotus Eaters break their trance,
On BC’s soil they make their stance.
Their battle songs have just begun,
By the streams where the sacred salmon run.
They will stand on guard in the setting sun
And face the foe till the fight is won.
False promises and bribes they shun.
Through the Northern Gate no oil will run.
While yarns of future wealth are spun,
We hear no plan for the damage done.
Fools drain the earth… till the heavens weep
While the power of the sun is theirs to reap.
May the Lotus-Landers win this fray
And show the world a better way.
—Ann McLean
www.islandtides.com
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Oceana Gold sues El Salvador for mining permit

On September 10, dozens of organizations from Canada, El
Salvador and around the world confronted CanadianAustralian mining company Oceana Gold, whose subsidiary is
suing El Salvador for $301 million (USD). El Salvador’s offence:
refusing to grant a permit to a gold mine that would
contaminate 60% of the population’s drinking water.
In October 2013, Oceana Gold acquired Canadian-based
Pacific Rim Mining, which was in the midst of a lawsuit. After
acquiring the company, Oceana Gold upped its lawsuit from
$70 million to $301 million.
In anticipation of Monday, September 15’s court case—to be
heard at the International Centre for the Settlement of
Investment Disputes in Washington, DC—the Council of
Canadians, the Latin American Solidarity Network, the Mining
Injustice Solidarity Network and others visited the company’s
Toronto headquarters to present a letter from people affected
by the decision. The letter demands that the company withdraw
the lawsuit.
The date of the court case, September 15, coincides with El
Salvador’s Independence Day, an irony that was not lost on the
groups protesting, they say.
‘We are asking the company, particularly on the eve of the
country’s independence day, to give the Salvadoran people their
rightful control over their own environment and resources,’ says

Maude Barlow, national chairperson of the Council of
Canadians. ‘We have to hold our fellow Canadians accountable
for jeopardizing El Salvador’s democracy and its environment.
The source of life, water, is non-negotiable. El Salvador is just
doing what any responsible country would do.’
In El Salvador, people have died or lost their drinking water
sources because of gold mining, contributing to the rising
opposition to mining.
In 2008, the El Salvador government introduced a de facto
moratorium on large-scale mining. This has been maintained
by current President Salvador Sánchez Cerén. Public opinion
has categorically opposed industrial mining in El Salvador given
the negative impacts of proposed projects on an
environmentally stressed country largely dependent on a single
watershed.
‘It is a rare instance of a national, non-partisan, widely held
consensus,’ says Xenia Marroquin, from El Salvador’s Foro del
Agua. ‘The stakes are high for the people of El Salvador. Beyond
the financial costs, the ruling will determine whether a foreign
tribunal can overrule a democratically elected government and
its policies that protect the public interest and the environment.’
‘Oceana Gold is suing for the right to poison the water in a
situation where 90% of the water is already contaminated,’ says
Raul Burbano, Program Director at Common Frontiers. 0

Decision soon on Hupacasath appeal of China treaty

A decision is expected in the Federal Court of Appeal by the end
of the month on the case brought by the Hupacasath First
Nation (HFN) against the Government of Canada concerning
the Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and
Protection Agreement (CCFIPPA). The HFN, a small First
Nations band near Port Alberni, is appealing a decision by Chief
Justice Crampton of the Federal Court Trial Decision, which
denied its claim that Canada cannot ratify the CCFIPPA without
consulting, and possibly accommodating, the interests of the
First Nation. The case was heard in Vancouver in early June.
The HFN claimed that the interests of the First Nation in the
protection of their lands and waters would be impacted by the
CCFIPPA. Justice Crampton found such a claim too speculative
to justify such a declaration by the Court; that it could not be
said that there would be such an impact.
The lawyers for HFN pointed out that since the investment
treaty, if it were to be ratified, could create obligations for a
minimum of 31 years, some effect is highly likely, even if it could
not be specifically described at this time. (Port Alberni has been
mentioned as a possible port for shipping coal to China.)
Discussion at the Appeal Court also touched on whether
Canada would put its obligations to China under CCFIPPA
ahead of its obligations to a First Nation under the Honour of

the Crown. Crown lawyers, however, averred that the Crown
would always seek to uphold its obligations to First Nations.
Since the treaty contains provisions for aggrieved Chinese
investors (including Chinese state-owned enterprises) to sue
Canada before an independent tribunal over actions taken by
any level of government, including aboriginal, the question of
whether First Nations should be consulted prior to ratification
is real, they say. The federal government reportedly did consult
with provincial and territorial governments about CCFIPPA.
Meanwhile, the investment treaty has not yet been ratified
by the federal government, but could be at any time, without
any consideration by Parliament.
The HFN action is the only legal opposition to the
ratification, so the Hupacasath feel strongly that they represent
not only all First Nations, but also all junior governments in
Canada. Some $300,000 has been donated to fund the HFN’s
legal expenses, a petition against ratification has gathered
80,000 signatures, and thousands of Canadians have expressed
their opposition to the treaty to their MPs. 0
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Climate change pushing birds to extinction: report
Climate change seriously threatens bird species across Canada
and the United States, according to a new groundbreaking
report released today by Nature Canada’s partner organization,
the Audubon Society. The report concludes that half of all birds
studied could see their populations drop dramatically on
account of climate change.
According to the report, habitat disruption brought on by
climate change is one of the main factors pushing bird
populations into areas to which they are not adapted. The study
finds that climate change is happening so fast that many species
simply cannot keep up. It concludes that this is likely to lead to
the decline of bird populations across North America and, in
some cases, outright extinction.
‘Canada needs to prepare itself for an influx of climate
refugee species displaced by warmer temperatures, habitat loss,
drought, or extreme weather,’ said Stephen Hazell, Nature
SHOWCASE GALLERY
CALL FOR EXHIBITION PROPOSALS

The Salt Spring Arts Council announces an open call to Artists
and Craft people working in a variety of media, to submit
exhibition proposals for the 2015 season of ArtCraft’s
Showcase Gallery. Entry is open only to artists living in School
District #64 Gulf islands. The Showcase Gallery exhibits, on the
stage at Mahon Hall, are approximately four weeks long and
run during the ArtCraft season - June to September.
-Artists can submit work individually or as part of a group
-Work must be recent - created within the past 2 years - and
must not have been exhibited locally or at ArtCraft either on
the main floor or at a previous showcase exhibit.
-Exhibitions are chosen to reflect innovation, professionalism
and quality.
-The Artcraft commission rate is 35%.
-All items entered must be for sale.
-Application Forms can be downloaded on the website
www.ssartscouncil.com
-Or, picked up at Mahon Hall, 114 Rainbow Road at rear office.
-The deadline for proposals is OCTOBER 30th, 2014

Canada’s Interim Executive Director. ‘Iconic species like the
Chestnut-collared Longspur and the Ivory Gull need our
support right now to ensure that they have the habitat they need
to survive next year but also in coming years due to worsening
climate change.’
Audubon’s report echoes the findings of the State of Canada’s
Birds report, produced in partnership with Nature Canada,
showing that many bird species are declining dramatically in
Canada.
For 75 years, Nature Canada has worked to protect habitat
for species at risk in Canada and internationally.
‘All the evidence suggests that habitat loss due to climate
change is going to hit hard,’ said Ted Cheskey, Senior Bird
Conservation Manager at Nature Canada. ‘To help mitigate the
impact of climate change, Nature Canada and our provincial
affiliates are working with local field naturalist groups and First
Nations communities to steward and conserve the Important
Bird Areas in Canada identified as globally significant.’ 0
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It takes a village: growing family the
cohousing way

Photo & Story: Harry Burton

Close Encounter with a Pacific Tree Frog.
As I was picking Duchess of Oldenberg apples, I felt a cool, wet touch on my right hand. I
looked down and there was a beautiful little frog. I decided to go pick from another tree, so
as to not bother the frog. But all day long, the frog was still there, content, relaxed and safe
on the apple. Frogs do love apples as a home base.
Look for frogs and lots of apples at the September 28 Salt Spring Apple Festival.

Municipalities to add amalgamation
question to November ballot
Following Victoria, Central Saanich, and
Langford’s lead, Esquimalt and Sidney
councils passed motions on September 8 to put
a non-binding question on November’s
municipal election ballot. The question,
proposed
by
lobbying
group
‘AmalgamationYes’, is ‘Are you in favour of
reducing the number of municipalities in the
Capital
Regional
District
through
amalgamation?’
The five municipalities which have opted
for the question represent 46% of the capital
region’s population—160,000 people.
‘We are pleased to see that Esquimalt and
Sidney have listened to the public and have
agreed to place a question on the ballot. This
shows courage and willingness to recognize the
right of the public to determine its form of
governance,’ said John Vickers, spokesperson
for AmalgamationYes.
Colwood had previously agreed to ask the
question but changed their position.
Mayor Nils Jensen has said that Oak Bay
would ask the question if the other
municipalities did, Vickers said.

AmalgamationYes hopes that eight more
municipalities will agree. ‘We are calling on
Mayor Nils Jensen to follow through with his
promise and to urge Saanich, Colwood, View
Royal, Metchosin, Highlands, North Saanich
and Sooke to show leadership by giving the
public the opportunity to vote on this
important issue,’ stated Vickers.
‘A positive result would motivate the
Province of BC to commission an expert study
to compare various municipal amalgamation
models against the status quo and trigger
community engagement about how we wish to
be governed.
‘The public wants to vote on the matter of
amalgamation as evidenced by the recent
Angus Reid poll, where 89% of those surveyed
felt the question should be on the November
ballot, and by the discussion in the media and
through
signatures
gathered
by
AmalgamationYes on its petition.
Now is the time for elected officials to act
and place the matter before the electorate in
November,’ concludes Vickers. 0

Ron Neufeld, Campbell River Operations
Manager, said he had been notified of the spill
into the city’s watershed but that by the time it
reached the city’s drinking water intake it
would be well diluted. He estimated that it
might take three months for any tainted water
to make its way through the watershed, and the
quality of the city’s drinking water was actively
monitored.

were put on hold until December 1, 2014.
However, recent work on existing tenures has
been met with active opposition by the Klabona
Keepers, a group of Tahltan elders. According
to the Ministry of Energy and Mines, the
Tahltan Nation, through the Klappan Strategic
Initiative, ‘has clearly stated its position that
existing coal tenures must be included in any
discussions to potentially develop a
provincially designated protected area in the
Klappan’.

NEWS IN BRIEF from page 2

Nova Scotia Bans Fracking

The province of Nova Scotia will ban ‘highvolume’ hydraulic fracking for shale gas, with
legislation to be introduced this fall. Right now,
there is no active drilling under way in the
province.
The Nova Scotia decision was instantly
criticized by federal Finance Minister Joe
Oliver, who argued that fracking has been
going on in BC, Alberta, and Saskatchewan for
‘over 50 years’ with ‘not a single case of
drinkable water contamination’.
However, the Nova Scotia decision appears
to make a distinction between historic
fracturing practices and more modern
methods featuring high pressures and
sophisticated fracturing fluids. The ban follows
a two-year moratorium.

All Klappan Coal Licences
Put On Hold

The mineral licence deferrals in the Klappan
(often referred to as the Sacred Headwaters),
in Tahltan territory in northeast BC have now
been extended to existing operations. Last year,
all decisions concerning new developments

‘It takes a village to raise a child’ is a social
wisdom upheld in many community-oriented
societies around the world. Many cultures
recognize the benefits of child rearing within
collective spaces where parents can share the
delights, needs, and challenges of raising a
family with other caring adults. ‘It is a win-win
situation where everyones’ lives are richer,’ says
Linn McKeown, a grandmother with two boys
who are part of Cowichan’s first cohousing
community.
Cohousing is an intentional community that
balances private living in fully functional
separate units with shared facilities such as a
common house (or clubhouse) where there can
be collective meals and other community
activities. Cohousing is a way of designing a
multi-family, residential setting where
neighbours know and support one another.
McKeown states that the benefits go in all
directions, ‘The children have a caring
supportive network, the parents/grandparents
have support through the parenting years, and
other adults have the pleasure of shared times
and celebrations with younger generations. In
our nuclear-family society, parents have to do

it all; in a village model we all come out ahead.
‘Children should have one hundred parents’
was the view of Bodil Graae, one of the early
founders of the cohousing movement in
Denmark. Indeed, an article she wrote by that
title was the spark that brought together 50
families to create what became the first
cohousing community—Saettedammen in
Denmark in 1972.
While cohousing is not just about child
rearing, intergenerational living is an important
dimension of a rich cohousing culture. The
physical layout of the community is intended to
encourage interaction and engagement.
Cohousing tends to be financed largely
through member equity where the community
incorporates as a strata and each
member/household has title to their housing
unit plus one share in the collectively owned
property. The Cowichan cohousing initiative is
up, running, and open to new members.
There will be a Cohousing Cafe on Sunday,
October 5 at Mesachie Room at Island Saving
Center, 2687 James Street, Duncan. Or visit:
cohousingcowichan.wordpress.com. 0

Scotland’s referendum on independence
Natalie Dunsmuir

On the day this paper is published, September
18, Scottish history is hanging on a vote. After
centuries of disagreement on the subject of
independence, a referendum is taking place
that could mark the end of the 307-year-old
political union between Scotland and England.
The union was made official in 1707 with
the Treaty of Union. The country’s political
power was then moved to London, with control
over universities, churches and legal systems
being retained by Scotland. Centuries later, in
1999, a Scottish Parliament was re-established
in Edinburgh, though the country continued to
be dependent on a direct grant from London.
On September 18, citizens of Scotland,
including 16 and 17-year-olds, will have the
chance to vote either yes or no to the question

‘Should Scotland be an independent country?’
Polling percentages have been growing
steadily closer all year; a recent poll conducted
by TNS showed that support for independence
increased six points in one month, bringing the
‘yes’ vote to 38% and the ‘no’ vote to 39%.
Another poll, done by YouGov, found the yes
campaign to be two points higher than the no,
at 51% to 49%, excluding the ‘don’t know’ votes.
If the majority of the September 18 voters
answer yes, Scotland will embark on a journey
towards becoming independent. This would
give the country control over its own economy,
healthcare, education, government and social
policies. The ‘No’ campaign argues that these
freedoms would come at the risk of fiscal
uncertainty and a loss of valuable security. 0

Mount Polley Spill 78%
Larger

The Mount Polley tailings pond spill is now
deemed to be 78% larger than originally
thought. At a Vancouver press conference
called by First Nations and residents of Likely,
near the Imperial Metals mine, a local resident
brought samples of cloudy water from Quesnel
Lake. She says that the colour of the lake has
changed drastically during the past week, and
weeds are growing at ‘an incredible rate’. First
Nations and residents are calling for more
testing, as water is pumped from Polley lake to
Quesnel Lake. They say that Imperial Metals
has not commenced any cleanup, and that
potentially toxic slurry should be removed
from the watershed altogether. Grand Chief
Stewart Philip of the Union of BC Indian Chiefs
had this to say: ‘If First Nations cannot rely on
the federal and provincial governments, they
will set up their own indigenous laws and
institutions to protect the integrity of the
environment.’ 0
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Picketing can be a tedious job, except when the parents and children come to help out. This group is at Pender Elementary School.

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick

Teachers vote 99.4% for binding arbitration; government says it won’t cooperate
Following a vote on binding arbitration on
September 11, BCTF president Jim Iker
addressed BCTF membership: ‘Thank you for
your determination, solidarity, and support.
You are amazing! Tonight, BC teachers voted
overwhelmingly to back the call for binding
arbitration that would see an end to the strike
and open schools. In all, 30,669 teachers cast
ballots. A total of 30,490 teachers—99.4%—
voted ‘yes’.’
Iker went on to address the BC government:
‘Tomorrow morning, custodial staff could be
pulling chairs off desks and teachers could be
setting up their classrooms. School counsellors
could be finalizing timetables. Teachers could

be powering up the smartboards. Classes could
start this week. Children could be learning.
‘Unfortunately, tonight there is a single
group of people standing in the way of schools
opening their doors tomorrow. The BCLiberal
government’s refusal to accept binding
arbitration is now the only reason children
won’t be back in class.
‘Every single one of those MLAs must ask
themselves what is the real reason they are
keeping schools closed. Their refusal is
certainly not in the best interests of students or
the province.
‘Binding arbitration is a fair, workable, and
pragmatic plan to open schools and get

children back into classrooms with their
teachers. It is a standard labour relations
practice that allows an independent third party
to assess the proposals from both sides and
implement a fair settlement.
‘We know the government has rejected the
idea, but they are the only ones. Teachers,
students, parents, mayors, school boards, legal
experts, union leaders, editorial boards—
British Columbians across the province have
called for binding arbitration. This government
is alone in its stance.
‘BC Teachers have led the way for 18
months proposing solutions and moving
negotiations forward. This government has
said no to arbitration, has tried to stall and
block mediation, and has not moved on any
monetary proposals in negotiations since June.
‘Not one new dollar to deal with the learning
needs of our students.
‘If we are going to get a deal and get schools
open, the government must show some good
faith. Arbitrate, mediate, or negotiate. It’s time

to put public education first.’
‘Drop E80, stop trying to protect yourself
from the courts, and let’s work together to
reach a fair deal that improves funding for
schools and support for all our students.’

Who’s Afraid of The Courts

Education Minister Peter Fassbender’s
responded to the BCTF vote on binding
arbitration: ‘The results of this vote were widely
expected and understandable. We know BC
teachers want schools re-opened. That is a goal
we all share.
‘As we have consistently made clear,
binding arbitration would lead to unacceptable
tax increases in this case. That’s because the
two sides remain too far apart on wages and
benefits. The best way to resolve this labour
dispute remains at the negotiating table.
‘I will continue to call on the BCTF to
suspend this strike and get into the
affordability zone, just like 150,000 other hardworking women and men in the public sector
who have settled this year.’ 0
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Greenhouse Gardening Starts Here!

Halls English Greenhouses are known for high quailty & affordability.

Five models, 6 or 8ft wide, 4 to14ft long. Easy to assemble kits.
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See our website for details.

Russell Nursery, Island Agent for Halls Greenhouses
1370 Wain Road, North Saanich, BC (first exit off ferry)
250-656-0384 www.russellnursery.com/greenhouses

